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[ Retrace Claude's path ]

Password: b3a1c1c9d1d5



[ Where is the thing that caused
Claude to act strange? ]

Password: garbagecan



[ Findings: How did Claude escape, and
why was he behaving strangely? ]

Password: bridgescent



[ Kong Jungle/Albert Decker ]

Password: b5d1f3a1e6f1



[ Herpetarium/Liz Allen]
Password: 524



[ Wild Dining/Tony Morrow ]
“Password: 34817526



[ Gift Shop Note ]
Solution: “I HAVE ALWAYS WANTED A DETECTIVES AUTOGRAPH”
Password: autograph



[ Insectarium ]

Password: sharkattack2



[ Jonah Collins/Protestor ]

Password: acbcd



[ Elimination Puzzle ]
Jackie Torres - Jackie is seen near Daniel, but based on Mabel (Gift Shop) and Albert’s
(Kong Jungle) testimonies, she would not have had the time to make it to the lion
enclosure. 

Chris Zang - Chris is seen near Daniel, but based on Tony (Wild Dining) and Zakaria’s
(Insectarium) testimonies, he would not have had the time to make it to the lion
enclosure. 

Henry “Sal” Manders - Sal was in the Herpetarium most of the time based on what Liz
(Herpetarium) says. During the time he is gone, Harper sees him smoking and talking
on the phone the whole time. This is based on testimony from Jonah (Protester). So
Sal wasn’t seen near Daniel during the time window.

Harper Ashbury - Harper was near the lion enclosure, but based on Mabel (Gift Shop)
and Tony’s (Wild Dining) testimonies, she wasn’t near Daniel during the time window.

Alex Park - Alex was seen working near Daniel by Zakaria (Insectarium) within the
given time window. They were working by the giraffes, which is in Herbivore’s
Paradise. While he wasn’t SEEN near the lion enclosure, he was close to it and is
unaccounted for a chunk of time. Liz mentions Alex coming by the Herpetarium
(which is close to the lions) but leaving 10 minutes before Sal got back. This means
Alex left the Herpetarium at 7:50. Alex wasn’t seen again until 8:05 by Albert (Kong
Jungle). So from 7:50 to 8:05, Alex is unaccounted for. 



[ Solved All the Puzzles and
Ready to Close the Case? ]

Password: cdabc


